HARRIS FALCON III ® RF-335M-STC HANDHELD

**DUAL-CHANNEL PERFORMANCE**

**R/T 1: LOW BAND**
- 30-512 MHz, 5 watt NB or WB
- 10 watt SATCOM
- MUOS support built in
- 10 MHz wide-channel support

**CURRENT**
- SINCGARS ESIP
- HAVEQUICK II
- IW Phase 1/2
- VHF/UHF LOS
- ATC
- P25 Phase 1
- PDA-184
- HPW
- e-BFT
- ASCM

**FUTURE**
- MUOS
- SATURN
- ANW2°C
- SRW

**R/T 2: HIGH BAND**
- 225-450 MHz, 1300-2600 MHz NB or WB
- 10 watt SATCOM
- 40 MHz wide-channel support

**CURRENT**
- TrellisWare TSM-X
- SRW
- ANW2°C
- UHF LOS
- UHF SATCOM

**FUTURE**
- HAVEQUICK II
- SATURN
- IW Phase 1/2
- P25 Phase 1
- PDA-184
- HPW

---

**ISR FULL-MOTION VIDEO**
Real-time operational picture powered by rugged ISR video receiver expansion module

Proven, leading-edge technology based on TacROVER(e)™ platform and developed with L-3 Communications Systems West

---

**DUAL-CHANNEL CRITICAL COMMS**
Optimized SWaP handheld with two channels—each capable of voice, data and video

Seamless wideband networking with SATCOM support and MUOS-ready architecture

---

**INTUITIVE BY DESIGN**
Mission information at a glance with double-height LCD featuring tabbed multi-channel screen

16-position preset switch and volume are controlled without removing radio from holster

---

**OVERVIEW**
Packaged into rugged expansion module; tethering options also available

Local viewing/data crossbanding of encrypted video stream over MANET

---

**BANDS**
L, S, C, KU-bands CDL, BE-CDL, DDL, STANAG 7085, VNW

---

**TSM-X™ MANET**
TrellisWare® technology allows over 200 users to share simultaneous voice, video and Position Location Information

Fast and dynamic net entry in seconds with auto-configuring and self-healing technology

---

**ISR Mission Module**

**Advanced Denali™ Multi-channel Security Architecture**

**Side I/O**

**Multi-channel LCD Display**

**Ruggedized for 20-meter Dive Operation**

---

**R/T 1**

**R/T 2**

**16 Position Preset**

---

**L1/L2 Dual-Band GPS**

---
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